European S3 Congress – 3rd edition – Thursday October 8th, 2020

Program

09:00 Opening
09:05 - 09:15 Introduction - BFC Region – Plastipolis’s President
09:15 - 09:30 Prime program - Ecodesign tools in Auvergne-Rhône-Alpes and in Bourgogne-Franche-Comté - Pole Ecoconception, Nadège VAN LIERDE, Circular Economy/Environmental Management Engineer

09:30 - 10:50 Session / Materials
09:30 - 09:50 Bio-based polyurethane technologies - Allrim, Philippe MICHAUD, Director
09:50 - 10:10 Recycled polymers digital platform - Poly to Poly, Edouard GARREAU, co-founder
10:10 - 10:30 Revalorization of citrus waste - Aitiip, Carolina PENALVA, R&D department
10:30 - 10:50 Carbon neutral compound - Beologic, Evie DECALUWE, CSO

10:50 - 12:30 Session B2B Meetings
12:30 Lunch
14:00 - 16:00 Session / Recycling
14:00 - 14:20 Recycling bottle to bottle - Plastipak / Infineo, Marie-Laure BAZEROLLE, Public affairs, Communication & Sustainability Manager
14:20 - 14:40 Projet Value rubber - Borflex, Stéphane ROUSSEL, Industrial Director
14:40 - 15:00 Polystyrene – made for recycling! The art of polystyrene depolymerization explained - Ineos Styrolution, Michiel VERSWYVEL, Global R&D Expert Anionic Polymerization
15:00 - 15:20 Superheated dissolution W3E (project results PLAST2bCLEANED) - TNO, Esther ZONDERVAN-VAN DEN BEUKEN, Sr Project Manager Sustainability Climate, Air & Sustainability
15:20 - 15:40 Rewind PET - The technology to Upcycle any waste PET into Food grade PET - Axens, Romain ROUX, Advisor to Chief Technology Officer New Market Development
15:40 - 16:00 Plastics to fuel - Earthwake (Innovons Ensemble) - Alexis BOISSONNET, Project Leader and David SASSO, Administrative and Financial Manager

16:00 - 17:40 Session B2B Meetings
17:45 End of S3 Congress
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